Recent studies have found that non-consciously perceived information can be retained for several seconds, a feat that has been attributed to non-conscious working memory processes. However, these studies have mainly relied on subjective measures of visual experience, and the neural processes responsible for non-conscious short-term retention remains unclear. Here we used continuous flash suppression to render stimuli non-conscious in a delayed match-to-sample task together with fMRI to investigate the neural correlates of non-conscious short-term (5-15 s) retention. The participants' behavioral performance was at chance level when they reported no visual experience of the sample stimulus. Critically, multivariate pattern analyses of BOLD signal during the delay phase could classify presence versus absence of sample stimuli based on signal patterns in frontal cortex, and its spatial position based on signal patterns in occipital cortex. In addition, univariate analyses revealed increased BOLD signal change in prefrontal regions during memory recognition. Thus, our findings demonstrate short-term maintenance of information presented non-consciously, defined by chance performance behaviorally. This non-consciously retained information seems to rely on persistent neural activity in frontal and occipital cortex, and may engage further cognitive control processes during memory recognition.
Introduction
Intuitively, we seem to have rich conscious experiences of our external and internal environment as we navigate our way through the world. However, it is commonly assumed that our conscious experiences reflect but a small fraction of neural processes that occur mainly non-consciously. It was previously assumed that non-conscious processing was simple and automatic, while conscious processing was flexible and strategic (Koch and Crick 2001; Kouider and Dehaene 2007) . In recent years, however, there has been a shift in our understanding of non-conscious processing. We now know that non-conscious processing can occur at higher perceptual levels (for reviews see, Rees et al. 2002; Kouider and Dehaene 2007; Koch et al. 2016a) , and can influence cognitive control functions in the frontal cortex (Lau and Passingham 2007; van Gaal et al. 2010) .
A similar paradigm shift has begun regarding memory. It was previously believed that non-consciously perceived information quickly fades, and is undetectable after 500 ms (Greenwald et al. 1996; Draine and Greenwald 1998; Dehaene and Changeux 2011; Mattler 2005) . However, studies have shown that non-conscious repetition priming can have effects lasting 15-20 min Biederman 1998, 1999) and even up to 47 min (Gaillard et al. 2007) . It was furthermore assumed that non-conscious (non-procedural) memory only existed in the form of priming since working memory, as well as longterm retention involving the hippocampus, were strongly associated with conscious experience (Graf and Schacter 1985; Squire et al. 1992; Baddeley and Andrade 2000; Tulving 2002; Baars and Franklin 2003; Baddeley 2003; Baars 2005; Dehaene and Changeux 2011; Squire and Dede 2015) . However, there are now several studies showing hippocampus-based retention of non-consciously encoded information (Henke et al. 2003; Degonda et al. 2005; Reber et al. 2012; Chong et al. 2014; Duss et al. 2014 ).
Lately, the dominating view that working memory only pertains to conscious information has also been challenged . Working memory is the temporary retention of information for prospective use (Baddeley and Hitch 1974; Baddeley 1983; Fuster 1995 Fuster , 2015 , and has typically been associated with persistent neural activity in the prefrontal cortex related to the task at hand, and in posterior regions related to the memorandum (for reviews, see Fuster 2009; Sreenivasan et al. 2014; Eriksson et al. 2015) . Several studies report that non-conscious information can be retained for durations up to 15 s, even with distractors occurring between the sample and memory probe (Soto et al. 2011; Eriksson 2014, 2015) . This short-term retention of nonconsciously perceived information has been associated with sustained BOLD signal change in the prefrontal cortex during retention (Bergström and Eriksson 2014) , and activity in prefrontal cortex has been causally linked to task performance using transcranial direct current stimulation (Dutta et al. 2014) . Moreover, Pan et al. (2013) demonstrated that non-conscious retention depended on whether or not the information was needed for prospective action, a key feature of working memory. However, there has been some critique against these findings (Samaha 2015; Stein et al. 2016) , in that subjective ratings of conscious experience have been used in most previous studies, which can be biased towards under-reporting. That is, participants may have reported "no visual experience" when actually having a "vague visual experience" on some of the trials. Objective measures of performance provide more conservative evidence for stimuli being non-conscious.
To further verify the phenomenon of working memory of non-conscious stimuli and to investigate how the brain accomplishes such retention, we here used continuous flash suppression (CFS) to render stimuli non-conscious while participants performed a delayed match-to-sample task during fMRI scanning. Based on previous research on both conscious and nonconscious working memory, we hypothesized that the neural mechanisms of non-conscious working memory would be weaker but similar to that of conscious working memory, and therefore expected to find sustained BOLD signal change in the prefrontal cortex and possibly posterior sample-specific regions during the delay phase (Bergström and Eriksson 2014; Sreenivasan et al. 2014) . Multivariate pattern analyses were used as a more sensitive analysis technique to complement the standard univariate approach, and to provide further information on the type of representations maintained during task performance (LewisPeacock and Postle 2008; Lewis-Peacock et al. 2012 ).
Materials and Methods

Participants
Thirty-four participants were recruited from the Umeå University campus. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, right eye-dominance, were right-handed, gave written informed consent, and were paid for participation. The experiment consisted of 2 sessions: 1 pre-fMRI and 1 fMRI session. The pre-fMRI session was used to screen for participants for whom CFS worked well (i.e., reporting target stimuli as unseen on >80% of the suppressed trials). Four participants were excluded prior to the fMRI session for experiencing the target stimulus on too many trials. Two participants were excluded from analyses of behavioral data from the pre-fMRI session for systematically pressing "no match" (instead of guessing) when not experiencing the target stimulus, but were instructed to change their behavior before the fMRI session. Four participants were excluded from the fMRI session: two for failing to follow task instructions, one for excessive head motion, and one for being a statistical outlier in both sessions (pre-fMRI d′= −0.59, > 2 SD; fMRI d′ = −0.66, > 2 SD below group mean) when not experiencing target stimuli. Thus, 25 participants (M = 25 years, 17 females) were included in the pre-fMRI session, and 26 participants (M = 25 years, 17 females) in the fMRI session.
Stimuli and Procedure
The pre-fMRI session consisted of 360 delayed match-tosample trials divided into 3 presentation conditions: 120 conscious, 180 non-conscious, and 60 trials with no target, hereafter referred to as baseline trials (Fig. 1) . The fMRI session consisted of 192 delayed match-to-sample trials (44 conscious, 108 non-conscious, and 40 baseline trials). Each trial was drawn randomly from the 3 conditions and began with an intertrialinterval (ITI; 3-7 s for the pre-fMRI session, 3-9 s for the fMRI session) before the sample presentation. The sample consisted of a gray silhouette of a tool (pre-fMRI: 1.7°× 1.7°, fMRI: 1.5°× 1.5°, Gaussian blur: one pixel radius) that was presented in one quadrant of a computer screen. The tool (selected from a set of 6 tools) and quadrant was semirandomly selected, such that the tool and quadrant was not directly repeated from one trial to the next. A mirror stereoscope was used to isolate visual input from one side of the screen to the participants corresponding eye. The screen was placed such that all visual input could be presented within 6°horizontally and 9.6°vertically for the pre-fMRI, and 5.4°horizontally and 8.7°vertically for the fMRI session. The sample was presented for 3 s, either to both eyes simultaneously (consciously experienced), or only to the non-dominant (left) eye while colored squares of random composition (mondrians; pre-fMRI: 4.2°× 4.2°, fMRI: 3.8°× 3.8°) where flashed (10 Hz) to the dominant eye to suppress the sample from conscious experience (Tsuchiya and Koch 2005) . During the suppressed presentations the sample was presented at gradually stronger contrast within the initial 400 ms of the 3 s to facilitate suppression. During the baseline trials mondrians were presented to the dominant eye while an empty gray background (pre-fMRI: 4.2°× 4.2°, fMRI: 3.8°× 3.8°) was presented to the non-dominant eye. Critically, the visual experience of baseline and non-conscious trials was the same (experiencing only mondrians).
After a delay phase (5 s during the pre-fMRI session, 5-15 s for the fMRI session), a memory probe was presented until the participant responded (maximum 5 s). The probe could match the sample in terms of object identity and spatial position, only object identity, only spatial position, or neither. The participants were instructed that in this memory recognition task a "match" consisted of the probe being the same object in the same spatial position (i.e., full match). If the probe contained the same object at a different spatial position (identity match), different object at the same spatial position (position match), or different object identity at a different spatial position (non-match), it should be answered with a "no match" response. If participants did not experience a target stimulus (i.e., only experienced mondrians) they were instructed to guess on the first alternative that came to mind/gut feeling (match or no match) when the probe appeared. During the pre-fMRI session there were equal proportions of "match" and "no match" trials. However, during the fMRI session there was a larger proportion of match than no match trials because we intended to focus our analyses on comparisons between hits > baseline and hits > misses. Out of the conscious trials there were 20 full match, 8 identity match, 8 position match, and 8 non-match trials (i.e., 24 "no match" trials). Out of the non-conscious trials there were 78 full match, 10 identity match, 10 position match, and 10 non-match trials.
Next the participants were prompted to make a detection response to determine if a sample stimulus had been presented at all (yes or no). If they had not experienced seeing a sample they were to guess per the same instructions as for the memory-recognition task. Lastly, they estimated their conscious experience of the sample on a three-point perceptual awareness scale (PAS; Sandberg et al. 2010) . The participants were instructed and trained to use the PAS scale as follows: 1 = no perceptual experience, 2 = vague perceptual experience, and 3 = clear or almost clear perceptual experience, of the sample stimulus. During the pre-fMRI session there was no time limit when responding, but during the fMRI session responses had an upper time limit of 5 s, after which the experiment automatically continued with the next response prompt or trial.
After participants had received instructions during the prefMRI session, they performed a practice run of the experiment with the instructor until their behavior was consistent with the instructions, after which the actual pre-fMRI session began. Participants were debriefed and asked about their behavior in relation to the instructions after both sessions.
fMRI Acquisition
The MRI data were collected with a GE 3 Tesla Discovery MR750 scanner (32-channel receive-only head coil). Each participant underwent one fMRI session with 2 functional runs (1230 volumes each) of scanning using a T2*-weighted gradient echo pulse sequence, echo planar imaging, field of view = 25 cm, matrix size = 96 × 96, slice thickness = 3.4 mm, 37 slices with no interslice skip and an ASSET acceleration factor of 2. The volumes covered the whole cerebrum and most of the cerebellum, the acquisition orientation was oblique axial and aligned with the anterior and posterior commissures, and were scanned in interleaved order with TE = 30 ms, TR = 2 s, flip angle = 78°. Between the 2 functional runs a high-resolution T1-weighted structural image was collected FSPGR with TE = 3.2 ms, TR = 8.2 ms, TI = 450 ms, and flip angle = 12°.
Data Processing and Statistical Analysis
Trials with a response time (RT) of <250 ms or >5 s were excluded prior to statistical analyses (Ratcliff 1993) . Only trials in the baseline and non-conscious presentation conditions with PAS = 1, and trials in the conscious condition with PAS = 3 were used in the statistical analyses, and will for simplicity hereby be referred to as baseline, non-conscious, and conscious trials. Signal detection theory (d′) was used to calculate performance on the delayed match-to-sample recognition task and the detection task (Macmillan and Creelman 1991) . For recognition d′ the signal was defined as the object identity and its spatial position. A hit was therefore defined as a (identity and position) match between sample and probe together with a "match" response, and a false alarm (FA) as a non-or partialmatch between sample and probe together with a "match" response. For the detection task, a hit was defined as the presence of a sample stimulus together with a "yes" response, and a FA as the absence of a sample stimulus (i.e., baseline trials) together with a "yes" response.
Preprocessing and Univariate Analyses of fMRI Data
The software used for processing and analysis of fMRI data was SPM8 (Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK), run in Matlab 7.11 (Mathworks, Inc., Sherborn, MA, USA). Before preprocessing, a manual quality inspection using in-house software was done. Preprocessing was done in the following order; slice-timing correction to the first slice using a Fourier phaseshift interpolation method, head-motion correction with unwarping of B0 distortions, DARTEL normalization (Ashburner 2007 ) using a 12-parameter affine transformation model to MNI anatomical space, and an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian smoothing. DARTEL normalization and smoothing was applied on the contrast images after intrasubject model estimation. For intrasubject modeling a General Linear Model (GLM) with restricted maximum likelihood estimation was used. , or an empty background and mondrians, were presented to the left and right eye, respectively. The object identity and spatial position of the sample was then to be retained during a 5 s (pre-fMRI session) or variable 5-15 s (fMRI session) delay phase, until a probe prompted the participants to respond whether or not the probe's identity and position matched the previously presented sample. Next, participants responded whether or not a sample had been present. Finally, the participants gave an estimate of their perceptual experience of the sample. PAS = perceptual awareness scale, (i) probe identity and position matches sample, (ii) probe identity matches sample, (iii) probe position matches sample, and (iv) probe does not match sample.
The model consisted of the following regressors of interest: Presentation conditions (conscious and non-conscious) by trial phases (sample presentation, delay, and recognition response) by PAS rating (1, 2, or 3) by signal-detection category (hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejections), and baseline by trial phases by PAS rating, and lastly the ITI. The model also included the following nuisance regressors: missed responses (because of time limit), head motion (6 parameters) and physiological noise (6 parameters) estimated with temporal variation in white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (Behzadi et al. 2007 ). All regressors except for head motion and physiological noise were convolved with the "canonical" hemodynamic response function as defined in SPM8. The high-pass filter had a cut-off at 128 s, and the autocorrelation model was global AR(1). Model estimations from each individual were taken to second-level random-effects analyses (one-sample t-tests) to account for interindividual variability. Statistical inferences were made on the whole brain with P ≤ 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons, k ≥ 20, unless otherwise specified.
Multivariate Pattern Analyses of fMRI Data
The fMRI data was preprocessed by correcting for slice timing and head motion, as described above for the univariate analysis, prior to being analyzed with the Princeton MVPA Toolbox. For individual feature selection we created binary masks from univariate F contrasts of conscious (hits and correct rejections) compared with baseline trials for the phase of interest (presentation, delay, or recognition response). The feature-selection masks were threshold at P ≤ 0.0001, uncorrected, k = 0 for the whole brain classifications of all phases except recognition (P ≤ 0.001), which otherwise excluded almost all voxels for some individuals. The feature-selection masks were used to identify voxels relevant for the processing related to the specific phase of interest. We thus assumed that voxels related to conscious processing are relevant for non-conscious processing Zeki 2002, 2006; Degonda et al. 2005) .
For the presentation-and delay phases we also constructed spatially limited feature-selection masks, defined as the conjunction between the previously described univariate F contrasts (P ≤ 0.001) and occipital-, temporal-, parietal-, or frontal-lobe masks based on the WFU Pickatlas (Maldjian et al. 2003) . Classification during the ITI was used as a "sanity check", and was performed on BOLD signal from the scan prior to samplepresentation onset.
To identify relevant time points with consideration of the slow development of the hemodynamic response we used the regressors from the univariate GLM. Different cut-off values were used in order to only include fMRI data from when the regressors were at their respective peaks: >0.4 for presentation, and >0.14 for recognition. For the delay phase, we did not use the GLM regressors but instead only included trials with a delay duration >10 s and also shifted the onset times forward four scans (8 s). We also cut the period short (relative the prolonged hemodynamic response) so that it always ended at the scan prior to recognition-probe onset, to ensure that no BOLD signal from the memory probe could influence classification performance of the delay. Thus, classification analyses of the delay phase were only conducted on BOLD signal at the end of each delay phase (10-15 s) up until probe onset.
We used 2 different classification analyses to investigate non-conscious representations. In the first analysis we trained a classifier to discriminate between trials where a sample stimulus was presented but suppressed from conscious experience with CFS (PAS = 1), and trials where sample stimuli were absent (baseline trials, PAS = 1). This analysis therefore identifies signal change related to presence/absence of a memory sample, regardless of specific sample features (e.g., tool, position). In the second analysis we trained a classifier to discriminate between suppressed target stimuli presented in the left and right visual field, i.e., a specific sample feature. We chose spatial position rather than object identity because position could easily be grouped into 2 categories (left and right visual field) for more power, and should be relatively easily detected if present because of the retinotopic organization of the visual system.
The included voxel values were passed through a high-pass filter (128 s cut-off), replaced by z-score normalized values, and averaged over time. The analyses used a leave-k-out crossvalidation procedure where k is the number of categories to be classified (i.e., 2; either sample presence vs. absence or left vs. right visual field). When there were more trials of one category we randomly excluded trials from that category until there was an equal amount of trials in each category. Because the MVPA needed an equal amount of trials in each category and there were fewer baseline than non-conscious trials, we could only use a subset of all non-conscious trials when classifying presence versus absence of suppressed sample stimuli. We therefore opted to use non-conscious hits and correct rejections versus baseline trials, in case correct trials carried any additional information despite behavioral performance being at chance. When classifying spatial position we used all nonconscious trials except for the random exclusion done to make sure there was an equal amount of trials in both categories.
To preclude that finger-related BOLD signal confounded the classification performance during analyses of the recognition phase, we controlled for which finger/button was used to make the response (index finger for "match", and middle finger for "non-match" responses). For example, if classifying hits and correct rejections versus baseline trials, an equal number of hits and baseline trials with "match" responses, and the same amount of correct rejections and baseline trials with "nonmatch" responses, were randomly selected.
Following Polyn et al. (2005) , we used a backpropagationbased neural network algorithm to train and test the BOLD signal patterns in the data, an OnOff-value was calculated as a measure of classification performance and statistical significance was tested using a non-parametric permutation test. Each participant's OnOff value was computed by correlating the 2 classifier estimates (how well the current test pattern matches each category's characteristic/trained pattern) with the actual conditions (answer key) for all test iterations. From the resulting two-by-two correlation matrix an OnOff value was derived by subtracting the average of the off-diagonal elements from the average of the on-diagonal elements. An overall OnOff value was estimated by averaging across participants' OnOff values. For the non-parametric permutation (group level) test we scrambled the individual OnOff matrices. The actual overall OnOff value was then compared with a null distribution of 10 000 scrambled OnOff values to generate a one-tailed P-value.
Results
In the following results, all trials with PAS > 1 were removed to ensure no visual experience of the target stimulus in nonconscious (3.9% for the pre-fMRI session and <1% for the fMRI session) and baseline conditions (pre-fMRI: 3.3%; fMRI: 0), and all trials with PAS < 3 were removed from the conscious condition (pre-fMRI: 2.5%, fMRI: 2.3%).
Behavioral Performance
One-tailed t-tests were used to test whether memory performance (d′) was above chance (d′ > 0) for the recognition and detection tasks. For conscious trials, memory performance was above chance during both sessions for the recognition task [pre-fMRI: t(24) = 86, P < 0.001, M = 4.56, SE = 0.06; fMRI: t(25) = 89, P < 0.001, M = 3.85, SE = 0.04] and the detection task [prefMRI: t(23) = 33, P < 0.001, M = 4.32, SE = 0.13; fMRI: t(25) = 113, P < 0.001, M = 4.05, SE = 0.04]. For non-conscious trials, recognition [t(24) = 3.44, P = 0.001, M = 0.16, SE = 0.05] and detection [t(23) = 3.49, P = 0.001, M = 0.15, SE = 0.04] was significantly better than chance during the pre-fMRI session. Importantly, neither recognition [t(25) = 0.41, P = 0.69, M = 0.02, SE = 0.04] nor detection [t(25) = 0.31, P = 0.76, M = 0.02, SE = 0.05] was better than chance during the fMRI session. Thus, in the fMRI trials the sample to be remembered was non-conscious according to objective criteria.
Similar results were evident for response times. One-tailed paired t-tests of conscious recognition response times (ms) during the pre-fMRI session showed that hits [t(24) = −7.40, P < 0.001, M = 1236, SE = 41] and correct rejections [t(24) = −4.84, P < 0.001, M = 1505, SE = 47] were faster than baseline response times (M = 2027, SE = 113), and hits were faster than correct rejections [t(24) = −8.82, P < 0.001]. This was also true for the fMRI session (hits [1287 ± 41] < correct rejections [1517 ± 64] < baseline [2074 ± 105], all P < 0.001). For non-conscious recognition during the pre-fMRI session, hit (2015 ± 119), correct rejection (2030 ± 108), and baseline (2027 ± 113) response times did not differ from each other (all P > 0.49). However, response times were significantly slower [t(24) = 2.85, P = 0.005] when participants' guesses were incorrect (M = 2107, SE = 108) compared with correct (M = 2028, SE = 107), and when compared with baseline trials [t(24) = 2.00, P = 0.029]. The slower response time was also significant when comparing misses to hits [t(24) = 2.25, P = 0.017] and false alarms to correct rejections [t(24) = 1.82, P = 0.04], the latter indicating that the slowing of incorrect responses cannot entirely be accounted for by repetition priming (no stimulus repetition between sample and probe).
For non-conscious recognition during the fMRI session there was no difference in response times between hits, correct rejections, and baseline trials (all P > 0.27), nor was there a slower response time for incorrect guesses (all P > 0.26). Previous research has demonstrated different neurocognitive processes during working-memory retrieval depending on whether the memory probe matched or did not match the sample (Bledowski et al. 2012; Rahm et al. 2014; Schon et al. 2016) . We therefore compared the response times of non-conscious match and non-match trials. Paired t-tests revealed that match response-times [t(25) = 0.24, P = 0.81, M = 2081, SE = 90] and non-match response-times [t(25) = 1.42, P = 0.17, M = 2119, SE = 105] were no different from baseline, or each other [t(25) = −0.95, P = 0.35]. Thus, there were no response-time differences among non-conscious trial types during the fMRI session.
fMRI Results
We examined the BOLD signal change related to conscious processes by contrasting conscious (hits and correct rejections) to the baseline trials separately at the 3 trial phases: sample presentation, delay, and recognition response. When contrasting conscious > baseline sample presentations we found widespread bilateral BOLD signal change in the occipital pole extending along the lingual and fusiform gyri, inferior occipital and temporal gyri, posterior middle temporal gyri, inferior and superior parietal lobules, and the middle frontal gyrus. For the delay phase there was sustained BOLD signal change bilaterally in the inferior and middle occipital gyri. At memory recognition there was widespread bilateral BOLD signal change in inferior, middle, and superior occipital gyri, inferior and middle temporal gyri, fusiform gyri, inferior and superior parietal lobules, posterior middle frontal gyri, and left middle frontal gyrus. Highly similar patterns were evident when comparing conscious > non-conscious presentation, delay, and recognition phases.
The comparison of conscious sample-probe non-match > match probes was associated with extensive BOLD signal change lateralized in the left posterior inferior and middle temporal gyri, inferior and superior parietal lobules, precentral gyrus extending to the inferior and middle frontal gyri, posterior superior frontal gyrus, and the right putamen/pallidum ( Fig. 2A) , while comparing match > non-match probes was associated with a higher BOLD signal change in the left middle occipital gyrus.
Since non-conscious recognition and detection performance was at chance, we initially treated hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejections together when comparing non-conscious to baseline trials for the different trial phases. There was no significant BOLD signal change related to non-conscious > baseline sample presentations, nor during the delay phase. However, during the non-conscious recognition phase BOLD signal increased in the right anterior insula and right inferior frontal gyrus compared with baseline (Table 1) Furthermore, when comparing non-match > match trials there was significant BOLD signal change bilaterally in the lingual gyrus, calcarine sulcus, middle temporal gyrus, and the pre-and postcentral gyrus, as well as left-lateralized signal change in the temporal pole, superior and inferior parietal lobule, insula, superior frontal gyrus, and in the medial frontal gyrus, partly overlapping with the corresponding results for conscious non-match > match ( Fig. 2A, Table 1 ). For nonconscious sample-probe match > non-match, there was a significant BOLD signal change in the right cerebellum (Table 1) .
The results related to non-match trials are important because they may demonstrate memory effects that cannot be ascribed to simple repetition between sample and probe. However, the results from the non-match > match comparison may be driven by reduced BOLD signal for match trials (e.g., repetition suppression) rather than BOLD signal change specifically related to non-match trials. To verify that there were significant signal change related specifically to non-match trials we compared non-match > baseline trials, which revealed increased BOLD signal in the left inferior and middle frontal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus, partly overlapping with corresponding results based on conscious trials (Fig. 2B, Table 1 ). This activity pattern did not overlap with the results from the non-match > match comparison, suggesting that the results from the latter comparison was at least in part driven by signal change related to match trials.
Although behavioral performance during non-conscious recognition was at chance, the significant correlation between d′ and BOLD signal change in the left inferior frontal gyrus indicates that subtle behavioral effects may be present nonetheless. We therefore also compared non-conscious hits > misses and correct > incorrect trials, but without significant differences for any of the trial phases. Comparing correct > baseline trials during the recognition phase revealed a cluster in the left middle frontal gyrus that overlapped with clusters from conscious and non-conscious non-match > baseline recognition (Table 1) . Moreover, the number of hits correlated with BOLD signal (hits > baseline) bilaterally in the superior occipital gyri and superior parietal lobules, the left middle occipital gyrus and cerebellum, the right cuneus, supramarginal gyrus, and postcentral gyrus.
Multivariate Pattern Analyses
The recognition-related results for non-conscious trials demonstrate that some of the non-consciously presented information indeed was retained despite behavioral performance being at chance. It is therefore somewhat surprising that there was no significant signal change at least related to the non-conscious sample presentation. Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) is more sensitive than univariate analyses, and previous studies have found significant classification performance without significant univariate BOLD signal change during workingmemory tasks (Riggall and Postle 2012; Emrich et al. 2013 ). We therefore used MVPA to further investigate BOLD signal change during the different trial periods. Specifically, we trained the classifier to differentiate between non-conscious (i.e., suppressed presentations with target stimuli reported as non- Note: (i) and (ii) partly overlapped with conscious probe non-match > match, (iii) and (iv) partly overlapped with conscious probe non-match > baseline (see also Fig. 2) , and (v) partly overlapped with (iii) and conscious probe non-match > baseline.
conscious; PAS = 1) and baseline trials (i.e., suppressed presentations without target stimuli; PAS = 1) separately for each trial phase (sample presentation, delay, recognition). Classification accuracy was significantly better than chance (which corresponds to an OnOff value of zero) for the samplepresentation period (P < 0.0001, M = 0.26, SE = 0.05) using a whole-brain feature mask that was based on conscious versus baseline trials (Fig. 3) . To determine if the significant wholebrain analysis was driven by BOLD signal in specific brain regions we combined the whole-brain feature mask with cerebral lobes as defined in the WFU Pickatlas (i.e., the conjunction between the whole-brain feature mask and the different lobes). Classification was successful in each lobe independently (frontal, P < 0.0001, M = 0.32, SE = 0.06; parietal, P = 0.009, M = 0.15, SE = 0.06; temporal, P = 0.003, M = 0.19, SE = 0.06; occipital, P = 0.036, M = 0.09, SE = 0.05), demonstrating that information regarding sample presence was widely distributed in the brain. To address whether there was any sample-specific information present in the BOLD signal pattern we tried to classify spatial position of the sample object (left vs. right visual field) in regions that are associated with spatial processing, by combining the whole-brain feature mask with cerebral lobes as defined in the WFU Pickatlas. Classification of spatial position was significant in the parietal (P = 0.01, M = 0.13, SE = 0.05) and occipital (P = 0.045, M = 0.10, SE = 0.06), but not frontal (P = 0.25, M = 0.04, SE = 0.05) cortex (Fig. 3) .
To investigate non-conscious maintenance processes we used a delay-based feature mask (created from conscious vs. baseline trials) to classify non-conscious sample presence versus absence during the delay phase. Classification performance was not significant (P = 0.11, M = 0.08, SE = 0.06) when using the whole-brain feature mask. However, subsequent analyses showed that classification was successful in frontal (P = 0.008, M = 0.20, SE = 0.07), but not parietal (P = 0.45, M = 0.01, SE = 0.09), temporal (P = 0.07, M = 0.08, SE = 0.06) or occipital (P = 0.25, M = 0.04, SE = 0.06) cortex (Fig. 3) . The delay phase for the MVPA:s was defined so as to minimize the risk of being affected by residual "spill-over" signal from the sample-presentation phase. To verify that this approach was successful we used the delay-based frontal mask (i.e., the same voxels that was successfully classified during the delay) to classify suppressed sample presence versus absence during the presentation phase. Critically, classification was at chance (P = 0.31, M = 0.03, SE = 0.07), which excludes the possibility that classification performance for the delay phase was due to residual BOLD signal from the sample presentation.
To address whether sample-specific information was retained during the delay, we tried to decode spatial position. Classification was successful in the occipital (P = 0.004, M = 0.16, SE = 0.06), but failed in parietal (P = 0.64, M = −0.02, SE = 0.07), and frontal (P = 0.15, M = 0.08, SE = 0.07) cortex (Fig. 3) . To control for residual BOLD signal we used the delay-based occipital mask to decode spatial position during the sample presentation. Classification performance was at trend (P = 0.07, M = 0.08, SE = 0.05), which suggests that the relatively high classification performance for the delay phase cannot be wholly attributed to residual BOLD signal from the sample presentation.
Using the recognition-based feature mask (created from conscious vs. baseline trials) classification performance was better than chance for non-conscious sample presence versus absence during recognition (P < 0.0001, M = 0.42, SE = 0.07), which corroborate our univariate findings and demonstrate that the non-conscious information is retained until recognition despite chance-level performance. Importantly, classification performance was also better than chance when using only non-match trials (P < 0.0001, M = 0.50, SE = 0.07; Fig. 3 ).
Control Analyses
It is conceivable that participants accidentally pressed PAS = 1 despite consciously experiencing the target stimulus on some trials, and that such mislabeling could explain the effects attributed to non-conscious processing. We therefore did control analyses to address the potential effect of mislabeling trials in the univariate and multivariate analyses. We assumed that the amount of mislabeling during suppressed trials could be approximated by the number of mislabeled trials in the nonsuppressed condition (i.e., trials where the sample stimulus
Sample
Delay Recognition phase-specific feature selection Figure 3 . MVPA results. For the MVPA, features (i.e., voxels included in the analyses) were selected based on BOLD signal change during the corresponding trial phase for conscious trials, either across the whole brain (gray bars) or in conjunction with specific cortical lobes (color coded as illustrated in the left panel). Sample presence/absence could be decoded using whole-brain features and each lobe independently during the sample presentation, the whole-brain features during the recognition phase, but only in the frontal lobe during the delay phase. The spatial position of the sample (left/right) could be decoded based on BOLD signal patterns in parietal and occipital cortex during the sample presentation phase, and only in occipital cortex during the delay phase. * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001; error bars represent one SE; classifier performance = OnOFF values, where zero represents chance performance.
was clearly visible but participants pressed "PAS = 1"; 2.3%, see above). To control for mislabeling effects in the fMRI data we divided the baseline trials in 2 bins. We then contaminated one bin of baseline trials with the corresponding number of potentially mislabeled trials (rounding up, corresponding to one trial, or 5%), using conscious correct-rejection trials (because correct rejections, i.e., non-match trials, had the most pronounced BOLD signal change) for each participant. The univariate comparison of contaminated > pure baseline trials did not reveal any significant BOLD signal change at the previously set threshold, and lowering the threshold to P ≤ 0.01 uncorrected, k = 0, revealed only a few smaller clusters, mostly in white matter, and none that overlapped with previous results. To control for effects of mislabeled trials in the MVPAs we trained the algorithms to differentiate between the contaminated and pure baseline bins. Classification performance was at chance during the sample presentation (P = 0.37, M = 0.03, SE = 0.08), delay (frontal cortex, P = 0.20, M = 0.06, SE = 0.07; occipital cortex, P = 0.68, M = −0.04, SE = 0.08), and recognition phase (P = 0.46, M = 0.01, SE = 0.09).
Discussion
Consistent with recent research, the current fMRI results demonstrate working memory effects of information presented non-consciously. Here, the effects were most pronounced during the memory recognition (test) phase, but using MVPA it was also possible to decode sample presence and spatial position from BOLD signal patterns during the sample presentation and the delay phase. Critically, behavioral performance during scanning was at chance level, providing strong support for the non-conscious nature of the sample presentation.
Sustained Activity During the Delay Phase
Sustained activity during short memory delays is often considered a characteristic feature of working memory, as it represents a likely neural mechanism for short-term retention of task-relevant information. During the delay phase the MVPA successfully classified presence versus absence of the nonconsciously presented sample based on BOLD signal patterns in the frontal cortex, and its spatial position (left vs. right) in the occipital cortex. We cannot infer the exact representational nature of the frontal BOLD signal in relation to retention, except that it is likely not related to spatial information. These findings are consistent with the working-memory literature, which commonly link the prefrontal cortex to task-specific information, while item-specific information (i.e., the memorandum) is suggested to be retained in posterior regions (Fuster 2009; Sreenivasan et al. 2014; Eriksson et al. 2015) . It therefore seems like the neural substrates of non-conscious short-term retention is similar to that of conscious working memory. However, given the univariate results, we can infer that nonconscious working memory is much weaker than its conscious counterpart. Surprisingly, it was only possible to decode spatial position and not presence versus absence in the occipital cortex during the delay. Possibly, the BOLD signal during the delay phase was heterogeneous relative present/absent categorization when a sample had been presented, because the signal would toggle between representing left and right samples within the "sample present" category (i.e., different signals within the same category), to a degree that was not apparent during the sample presentation itself. It is also noteworthy that it was not possible to decode spatial position based on BOLD signal in the parietal cortex during the delay phase, even though classification was significant during the samplepresentation phase. Speculatively, only lower-level visuospatial information was actively maintained during the delay.
Considering how weak the BOLD signal was during the delay phase of non-conscious trials (only detectable using MVPA), it is unclear how "sustained" the corresponding neural activity in fact was. Specifically, it may reflect intermittent rather than persistent neural activity (Lundqvist et al. 2015) , and/or metabolically demanding synaptic events that may not be reflected in increased neural spiking (Goense and Logothetis 2008) , but may still reflect short-term retention of mnemonic information (Shafi et al. 2007; Mongillo et al. 2008) . Moreover, we were here able to demonstrate only crude evidence that the sustained information was specifically related to the sample (left/right visual field). These results extend previous findings regarding the type of information that is maintained during the delay phase following non-conscious presentation of a memory sample (King et al. 2016) , where successful decoding of target presence/absence was achieved based on MEG signals during the delay phase, but only limited evidence for more specific information was evident. Based on behavioral measures we have previously demonstrated that the conjunction of spatial position and object identity can be maintained during a delayed match-to-sample task almost identical to the current task . We here failed to fully replicate these findings and speculate that the extent of encoding during continuous flash suppression may have differed across participants (previous vs. current experiment) and across experimental setups (pre-fMRI vs. fMRI session), such that stronger suppression may lead to a weaker sample representation. Experimentally, the fMRI session was different from the prefMRI session and previous behavioral experiments in that we used a different stereoscope due to MR compatibility issues, a longer delay phase to isolate delay-related BOLD signal (5 vs. 5-15 s), and longer experiment time with less rest. All of these factors could have contributed to the decrease in behavioral performance. However, given that we have shown that suppressed information can be retained up to 15 s previously Eriksson 2014, 2015) , we speculate that increased drowsiness and reduced task focus during scanning may be a driving factor, as this may specifically affect an active retention mechanism such as working memory. Further research is needed to more clearly determine the kind of information that can be maintained in memory after a non-conscious stimulus presentation, and if such retention is vulnerable to attentional distraction.
Memory Recognition
During the memory recognition phase, there was significant BOLD signal change in the right anterior insula and the right inferior frontal cortex when comparing non-conscious to baseline trials, and the right inferior frontal BOLD signal correlated positively with accuracy. Number of hits correlated with BOLD signal change bilaterally in many posterior regions, notably in the occipital cortex, which previously has been associated with non-conscious recognition performance during null d′ in a higher-order implicit sequence learning paradigm (Rosenthal et al. 2016) . In line with recent research that specifically address neurocognitive processes during working-memory retrieval (Bledowski et al. 2006 (Bledowski et al. , 2012 Nee and Jonides 2008; Rahm et al. 2014) , there was also significant activity differences when comparing memory probes that did versus did not match the sample, both for conscious and non-conscious trials. Critically, there was significant BOLD signal change also when comparing only non-matching probes with baseline probes both for the univariate analysis and the MVPA -results that cannot be explained in terms of simple repetition suppression from sample to probe, but rather indicates more complex mnemonic processing that is potentially similar to working-memory retrieval operations during more traditional (i.e., conscious) workingmemory tasks. Specifically, previous research has demonstrated increased BOLD signal in left lateral prefrontal cortex during the test phase when demands on sample-probe comparison processes are higher, for example when the memory probe does not match the item currently in the focus of attention Bledowski et al. 2012; Rahm et al. 2014) . Here, BOLD signal change in left middle frontal and supramarginal gyrus increased during non-match trials both when the sample was conscious and non-conscious (Fig. 2B) , and the left middle frontal signal change was associated with correct guesses.
Several frontal and parietal regions have previously been associated with different cognitive control processes relevant for memory probe recognition, including attentional deployment , sample-probe similarity assessment (Bledowski et al. 2012) , and decision making (Rahm et al. 2014) . Based on the current activity pattern during the memory-recognition phase and the correlation between BOLD signal in the right inferior frontal gyrus and accuracy, we speculate that cognitive control processes are also engaged during non-conscious memory recognition. In line with this proposal, several previous studies have reported activation of cognitive control processes related to non-conscious stimuli (Lau and Passingham 2007; van Gaal et al. 2010; Charles et al. 2013; Reuss et al. 2015) . The specific cognitive roles played by the currently activated regions remain unclear, not least because behavioral performance was at chance level.
Consciousness and Working Memory
Historically, working memory and conscious experience have been tightly linked . Indeed, early working memory models equated its content with conscious experience (James 1890; Atkinson and Shiffrin 1971) , but not all contemporary models do. Although some models posit that all working-memory states are conscious (McElree 2006) , others postulate additional non-conscious states (Fuster 1995; Cowan 2008) , and some remain silent about the relation between working memory and conscious experience (Oberauer 2002) . It has recently been demonstrated that unattended information during working memory tasks can fail to be decoded with MVPA during delay phases, but can nevertheless be used for solving the task, and can be "revived" by re-directing attention (Lewis-Peacock et al. 2012; LaRocque et al. 2013 ) to the relevant representation or by the application of TMS (Rose et al. 2016) . Such findings are in line with state-based models of working memory, where memory representations are in different "states of access" depending on attentional deployment (Fuster 1995; Oberauer 2002; McElree 2006; Cowan 2008; Jonides et al. 2008 ), but does not address whether the different states are conscious or not. Our current findings suggest that sample representations can be in a heightened state of access, reflected here as significant decoding of BOLD signal patterns during the delay phase, even though they have never been "inside" the focus of attention or consciously experienced. These findings demonstrate that non-conscious representations indeed can be maintained by neural activity over and above activity-silent synaptic changes, and are therefore inconsistent with the "activity-silent" model of non-conscious working memory proposed by Trübutschek et al. (2017) as well as working memory models that only posit conscious states of access (McElree 2006) . Working memory is a nonunitary construct whereof short-term information maintenance in the service of ongoing tasks is one key component . The current findings demonstrate that this can be achieved also for non-consciously presented stimuli, and several recent findings demonstrate that other component processes of working memory can also take place non-consciously (see Soto and Silvanto 2014, for overview) .
Neuroimaging studies have found overlapping neural correlates of working memory and conscious perception in the prefrontal and parietal cortex (Rees et al. 2002; Naghavi and Nyberg 2005 ; but see no-report paradigms: Frässle et al. 2014; Tsuchiya et al. 2015; Koch et al. 2016a Koch et al. , 2016b . Based on such findings of overlap, prominent models of conscious experience have asserted that prefrontal and parietal activity, and by extension working memory, plays an important role in conscious experience. According to the Global Neuronal Workspace (GNW) model, non-conscious information is processed locally in specialized modules and is relatively shortlived (<500 ms). For information to become consciously experienced and maintained in working memory, it needs to be globally broadcast via the frontoparietal network, and is thereby available to many brain regions Dehaene and Changeux 2011) . However, our findings seem to contradict some of the GNW model's assumptions. Firstly, nonconscious information can be retained for several seconds by persistent frontal and occipital activity. Secondly, conscious experience of the memorandum does not seem to be necessary for working memory. Thirdly, the presence of non-consciously presented samples could be decoded based on BOLD signal patterns in each cerebral lobe independently, which demonstrates that non-conscious perception can lead to a very global activity pattern, and extends previous findings showing (limited) frontoparietal involvement in non-conscious cognition (Kranczioch et al. 2005; Diaz and McCarthy 2007; Lau and Passingham 2007; van Gaal et al. 2010; Bergström and Eriksson 2014) . Recently, King et al. (2016) also demonstrated widespread patterns of brain activity associated with non-conscious working memory using MEG and decoding analyses. Interestingly, the activity pattern that characterized non-conscious working memory differed from the pattern that characterized conscious working memory. Thus, while we here find crude similarities between conscious and non-conscious working memory, associated processes may differ at finer scales. Overall, the current and previous findings of non-conscious processes associated with widespread brain patterns are consistent with the commonly held notion that most of our cerebral processing are parallel and non-conscious, and that we only consciously experience a small fraction of it all. For example, we do not consciously experience all of the processing underlying our visual perception, language production, and sensory-motor reflexes and skills (Zeki 1994 (Zeki , 2001 Koch and Crick 2001; Koch 2004 ).
Critique of Non-Conscious Working Memory
Recent critique against findings related to non-conscious working memory have pointed out that subjective measures of awareness, which has been used in most previous research on this topic, might be biased towards under-reporting (Samaha 2015; Stein et al. 2016) . Results may therefore be driven by information that was in fact conscious, despite subjective reports indicating no conscious experience. Objective measures are more conservative but increase the risk of false negative findings, and the 2 approaches may be seen as complementary (Seth et al. 2008) . Stein et al. (2016) argued that even if a subjective measure indeed was to be bias-free, results could still be explained by participants having a non-conscious perception, but this is then transformed into a conscious "guess" that can be maintained in (conscious) working memory. By contrast, several aspects of the current findings support the notion of non-conscious working memory. Firstly, the participants' recognition and detection performance was at chance during the fMRI session, meaning that the sample presentation was nonconscious according to objective criteria. This finding is consistent with results reported by Pan et al. (2013) , where memory performance related to non-consciously presented faces was at chance level while indirect measures (time to breaking suppression) was significantly altered by the sample presentation. Secondly, we performed control analyses with regard to accidental mislabeling of trials. These control analyses (univariate and multivariate fMRI) showed that accidental mislabeling at frequencies similar to mislabeling of conscious trials could not by itself drive the effects seen for non-conscious trials. Thirdly, the participants were instructed to wait until the probe appeared before making their guesses, and when debriefed about any particular strategies during the non-conscious trials, they reported none. If, as Stein et al. (2016) suggest, participants guessed the object's identity and position and held that conscious guess in working memory, conscious and non-conscious response times should not differ. However, response times for conscious trials were significantly faster than non-conscious trials, which in turn did not differ from baseline trials. This suggests that participants had not already made their guesses before the probe appeared. Taken together, the current findings provide strong support for the notion of non-conscious working memory.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we found neural evidence for maintenance of non-consciously presented information during several seconds and engagement of brain regions associated with cognitive control during memory recognition. The maintenance of sampleunspecific information in the frontal cortex and sample-specific information in the occipital cortex is consistent with current conceptions of how information is maintained in working memory. These findings imply that working-memory models need to accommodate a representational state where information can be maintained without ever being inside the focus of attention. Furthermore, the findings contradict some of the assumptions of the global neuronal workspace model, namely that non-conscious processing cannot be global, maintained in working memory, or engage cognitive control processes.
